
How to Run 
an Effective 
Research Team



Introductions

Write in the chat:

1. Preferred first name and 
pronouns

2. Role (faculty, staff, postdoc, PhD 

student, or graduate student) & 
school/department  

3. What you’re hoping to get out 
of workshop



I develop and lead programs focused building 
leadership skills using design thinking methodology.

I also coach leaders 1:1 to help them realize their 
potential with confidence and clarity.

Hi, I’m Emily (she/her)



Let’s Prepare 
for the Day



Designing our Space

Please stay present 
with cameras on

Ask questions & 
engage in discussion

Reference the 
digital workbook

5min break around 1p PST; 
please return promptly



Increasing Team Effectiveness
Key Tool: User Manual
Creating a User Manual
How to Apply with Your Team
Final Q&A / Wrap-Up

Overview of 
the Day



For you, what is getting in the 
way of having an effective 

research team? 



Increasing Team 
Effectiveness
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Forming
getting acquainted; uncertainty

Storming
struggle; disagreement

Norming
respect for differences; clear roles & rules

Performing
strong collaboration; shared vision

Stages of Team Development
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Learn how to work together 
through trial & error

Forming
getting acquainted; uncertainty

Storming
struggle; disagreement

Norming
respect for differences; clear roles & rules

Performing
strong collaboration; shared vision



There’s an 
opportunity to 
accelerate time to 
team effectiveness
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Forming
getting acquainted; uncertainty

Storming
struggle; disagreement

Norming
respect for differences; clear roles & rules

Performing
strong collaboration; shared vision

Be empathetic & intentional 
to determine how to work together



Increase 
Team 
Effectiveness

BE INTENTIONAL

Develop a deep 
self-awareness & 
communicate what you 
know about yourself

BE EMPATHETIC

Understand others’ 
experiences and needs



Increase 
Team 
Effectiveness

BE EMPATHETIC

Understand others’ 
experiences and needs

Proactively share & seek 
out this information

BE INTENTIONAL

Develop a deep 
self-awareness & 
communicate what you 
know about yourself



Increase 
Team 
Effectiveness

BE EMPATHETIC

Understand others’ 
experiences and needs

BE INTENTIONAL

Develop a deep 
self-awareness & 
communicate what you 
know about yourself

Document 
what’s known



DOCUMENT WHAT’S KNOWN

Creating a 
User Manual



a living artifact for sharing your 
default working style, preferences, 
and what it's like working with you

USER MANUAL



User Manual 
examples











Building a 
User Manual



How to create 
your 
document

Sources of information might include:

● Assessment results (DiSC, Enneagram, 

Myers-Briggs, StrengthsFinder, etc.)  

● Feedback & acknowledgements received

● Interview those close to you

● Personal written reflection

● Sharing & discussion with others



My Values My Working Style My Growth

What’s in a User Manual



Values are fundamental 
beliefs that provide a sense of 
purpose and meaning.
They guide our decisions and behaviors, 
whether expressed or suppressed.



My Values My Working Style My Growth

What I value

Why a user manual

The bigger picture of me

What’s in a User Manual





5:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for Values are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.





5:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for Values are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.



5:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for Values are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.

<<5:00>>



My Values My Working Style My Growth

What I value

Why a user manual

The bigger picture of me

How I operate

How best to communicate 
with me

How I respond in challenging 
situations

Things I do that may be 
annoying or misunderstood

Things that push my buttons

What’s in a User Manual



Your working style is comprised 
of the behaviors and preferences 
you exhibit  while going about 
your daily tasks.
It’s informed by your values, your past 
experiences, your personality and strengths.





5:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for Working Style are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.



5:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for Working Style are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.

<<5:00>>



My Values My Working Style My Growth

What I value

Why a user manual

The bigger picture of me

How I operate

How best to communicate 
with me

How I respond in challenging 
situations

Things I do that may be 
annoying or misunderstood

Things that push my buttons

How to support my growth

How I feel about and respond 
to feedback

What’s in a User Manual



My growth is an area to 
acknowledge what about 
your working style isn’t 
always working.
This supports a culture of open 
communication and peer feedback.





3:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for My Growth are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.



3:00

Drafting your user manual  |  individually

A number of prompt questions for My Growth are listed. 

No need to answer all questions — just find 1 or 2 that speak to you 

to prompt your brief written reflection.

<<3:00>>



Break
Think about: what other topics would 

support increased team effectiveness?



What other topics would support 
increased team effectiveness?



Refining Your 
User Manual



How to create 
your 
document

Sources of information might include:

● Assessment results (DiSC, Enneagram, 

Myers-Briggs, StrengthsFinder, etc.)  

● Feedback & acknowledgements received

● Interview those close to you

● Personal written reflection

● Sharing & discussion with others



10:00

Refining your user manual  |  small groups

Taking turns, share what you’ve been learning about yourself. 

Help others clarify their document by asking questions:

● “What’s important about this for you?”

● “What is an example?”

● “How do you want it to be?”



How was that?



How to apply 
in your team



Increase 
Team 
Effectiveness

EMPATHETIC

Understand others’ 
experiences and needs

Proactively share & seek 
out this information

INTENTIONAL

Develop a deep 
self-awareness & 
communicate what you 
know about yourself



Team
build trust and navigate 
differences in working 

styles, accelerating time to 
the Norming and Performing

Levels of use for your user manual

1:1
engage and collaborate 
with individuals in ways 

that work for both of you

Personal
set or find conditions for 

peak effectiveness



Structured way for team 

members to get to know each 

other; leverage discussion to 

spur self-discovery

WAYS TO USE

Create as a team 
activity to build 
connection





Especially effective as a way of 

modeling open & honest 

communication

WAYS TO USE

Share at the 
beginning of 
new working 
relationships



Doesn’t have to be a formal 

sharing of the document; it’s 

the information contained 

within that’s important

WAYS TO USE

Guide a 
conversation 
about challenges 
in a working 
relationship



How else might you use a 
user manual (formally or 

informally) to increase team 
effectiveness?



Please complete 
the feedback form

tinyURL.com/3krux8ck



Thank You! /in/eparcell

hcleader.co


